
How Gateway transforms your business Make data work for you

Find out more about how Gateway  
can help your business:

contact@alterdomus.com

View our full range of data  
and analytics solutions: 

alterdomus.com/data-analytics-solutions

Gateway gives your team a single view of your entire portfolio and seamlessly 
integrates a workflow experience with your existing systems. By combining 
formerly disparate datasets with our market-leading Digitize product line, 
analysts and portfolio managers can spend less time mapping data and  
more time confidently analyzing portfolio trends.
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Alternatives market participants face the daunting task of understanding performance 
and risk exposure across their entire portfolio of investments. They receive data from 
multiple sources, in multiple formats, with few marketplace standards or best practice 
rulesets to govern data extraction. Collecting, digitizing, and acting on insights from 
this valuable, but unstructured data is job number one for every front-office team.

The market challenge

• Gateway creates a holistic view of your global dataset, 
enabling analysis at multiple levels and rapid decision-
making with structured, reliable data. 

• Fine-tuned to your target operating model, our system 
integration services allow connections directly to your 
current tech stack, monitoring, and reporting systems. 

• Our managed data services enable your front-office teams  
to spend their time on high-value activities.

• Gateway workflow support and integrated front-office  
data approvals capabilities ensure accuracy and quality. 

• Portfolio monitoring includes dashboards configured  
directly for your needs and automated data population 
within the Gateway solution.

• A comprehensive document repository with original  
source files and relevant metadata to support compliance  
and internal access needs.

• Unstructured data is digitized, interpreted, reconciled,  
and verified based on predefined client-specific preferences

• Our service teams create a comprehensive data catalog 
across multiple documents and content sets to provide  
a unified view of the portfolio. 

• Access leading portfolio monitoring platforms with drill-
down capabilities, aggregated risk and performance metrics, 
cash-flow forecasting and liquidity analysis z

• Front office workflow and approvals engine allows users  
to receive relevant documents, approve and supplement  
data for new investments and funds, and monitor portfolios.

• Transition to a streamlined, data-consistent operating model 
by leveraging our system integration services to connect 
directly to existing middle- and back-office systems
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